Incidence and characteristics of left atrial appendage stumps after device-enabled epicardial closure.
High success rates for left atrial appendage (LAA) exclusion with the AtriClip (Atricure, USA) device have been reported in the literature. This study evaluated the presence and characteristics of residual LAA stumps after AtriClip LAA exclusion using postoperative short- and long-term computed tomography angiography (CTA). In this retrospective analysis, 43 of 291 consecutive patients undergoing cardiac surgery with concomitant LAA occlusion using the AtriClip device were identified with available postoperative short- and long-term follow-up by CTA. LAA patency and the absence or the size of a present residual LAA stump were assessed on 2-dimensional multiplanar reconstructions, on maximum intensity projection images and on volume-rendered 3-dimensional computed tomography reconstructions. Based on current recommendations, the threshold for a significant LAA stump length was defined <10 mm. The LAA was successfully occluded in all 43 patients (100%) as confirmed by intraoperative transoesophageal echocardiography and CTA imaging with a mean follow-up duration of 7.1 ± 0.8 years post-implant. The absence of blood flow in the excluded LAA was confirmed in all cases. In 31 of 43 patients (72%), no residual stump (0 mm) was observed creating a smooth endocardial surface, CTA revealed residual LAA stumps in 11/43 patients (26%) with a length <10 mm and a significant residual stump with a depth of >10 mm (12 mm) in 1 patient (2%). The mean length, width and depth of the residual stumps were 5.8 ± 2.1, 4.4 ± 1.2 and 7.3 ± 2.3 mm, respectively. This study investigated the incidence of residual stump formation (>10 mm) after LAA closure with the AtriClip device based on CTA imaging data obtained during short- and long-term follow-up. While no LAA stump was detectable in the majority of patients, a non-significant LAA stump (<10 mm) was present in 26% of cases, indicating a favourable LAA occlusion profile for the AtriClip device. However, although a LAA stump length <10 mm is currently considered clinically safe, this definition needs further attention in future studies with regards to its potential clinical implications.